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Sulfur pair in silicon: 33S electron-nuclear double resonance
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Sulfur pairs in silicon are studied by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and by 33S electron-
nuclear double resonance. The trigonal symmetry and electron spin S : I are experimentally estab-

lished. For magnetic field B parallel to the [lll] pair axis, the EPR intensity is strongly reduced.
This gives the spectrum its isotropic appearance. A value for the g anisotropy is reported. The 33S

nucleus experiences a large quadrupole effect. The nearly isotropic hyperfine interaction is con-
sistent with an even-parity ground state. Two possible models for the valence electronic structure
are discussed. The g anisotropies of 52+ and Se2+ are qualitatively explained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The chalcogens S, Se, and Te are well known to form
complexes in silicon. The first observation of sulfur in Si
was made by Carlson et ol.r who reported two sulfur-
related donor levels in Si. The sulfur pair was the first
chalcogen complex to be identified. Its electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectruffi, reported by
Ludwig,2 consists of an apparently isotropic resonance
with g :2.0008. Attempts by this author to observe 33S

electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) failed, but
stress measurements indicated an electron spin of +. The
hyperfine interactions with the O.T4Vo-abundant 33S nu-
cleus, which has nuclear spin I : t, directly led to its
identification as a pair of two equivalent sulfur atoms.
Though such a pair obviously cannot have cubic symme-
try, no g anisotropy could be detected in EPR. The sym-
metry of the pair could therefore not be determined.

A definite identification of the energy levels reported
by Carlson, situated at 187.5 and 370.0 meV below the

conduction-band edge, as the Sro'* and the Sr* /2+ lev-

els, \ryas obtained from infrared (ir) absorption, Hall
effect, resistivity, and photoconductivity measurements
by Krag et a1.,3 Curnphuut.n et al.,a and Janzên et al.S

Furthermore, these authors report consistency with trigo-
nal symmetry. An extensive review of ir absorption re-

sults for chalcogen centers in silicon is given by 'Wagner

et al.6
Wórner and SchirmerT reported the EPR spectrum of

the completely analogous Sez pair, revealing a detectable
anisotropy. Their data \ryere consistent with trigonal
symmetry, but do not exclude a still-lower symmetry.
The analogous Tez pair, which is known to exist from ir
absorption,6 has not yet been identified in EPR.

The double-donor character of the isolated and paired
chalcogens indicates that the chalcogens occupy the sub-
stitutional lattice position, though Niklas and Spaeths ex-
press some preference for the interstitial site for the iso-
lated Te donor on the basis of a line-shape analysis. Re-
cent calculations by Beeler et ol.e provide evidence for
the substitutional site. The parity of the ground state un-
der space inversion has been the subject of some discus-

sion. V/órner and SchirmerT concluded negative parity
from their 77Se hyperfine data. Their analysis witl be crit-
ically discussed further below. Earlier optical
experimentss-see'Wagner6 for a review-clearly
demonstrate the A rs character of the chalcogen pair
ground state, as will be shown later. Calculations by
Weinert and Scheffierl0 also favor positive parity.

In this paper EPR and 33S ENDOR measurements are
presented that prove the trigonal symmetry of the sulfur
pair with high experimental accuracy. The electron-spin
value is confirmed to be S:*. The lack of delocalization
with respect to isolated sulfur can be accounted for by an
even ground state. A large quadrupole effect is reported,
which provides an important experimental clue to the
valence structure of chalcogen pairs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The isotopically enriched sulfur used in the experiment
contained 25.54 at. Vo of the magnetic isotope "S, which
has nuclear spin I:t, nuclear g value g1y:0.4290, and
quadrupole moment Q--5.5X10-30 m2. ll This \ilas
diffused into p-type, floating-zone silicon doped with
about 5 X 1015 boron atoms per cm3 and a room-
temperature resistivity of 3 í) cm. A 0.5-cm3 quafiz am-
poule initially containing 0.5 mg S mixed with excess Si
powder and a 2Y.ZY.2O mm3 crystal was kept at 1370 "C
for a period of 40 h. Under these circumstances a l-bar
SiS atmosphere is formed.l2 The ampoule volume \ryas

small to prevent deterioration of the crystal by vapor
transport. After the diffusion treatment the ampoule was
cooled down to room temperature in about 2 min. The
magnetic-resonance experiments were carried out on a

K-band superheterodyne spectrometer operating at 23
GHz. The magnetic field was modulated at a frequency
of 83 H'z. The radio frequency (rf) signal for ENDOR
measurements was chopped at a rate of 3.3 Hz. For a

complete description, see Sprenger.l3 The field-scanned
ENDOR (FSE) technique was described by Niklas and
Spaeth.la The usual procedure for ENDOR . measure-
ments is to lock the magnetic field on the EPR line while
scanning the rf, which produces a nuclear-magnetic-
resonance- (NMR-) like spectrum. In FSE one locks the
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shown next. The spectra
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will be described by the spin

H:pnB.Ëf.S- gxpxB.I+5. Á.f +b0.1 , (l)

with nuclear spin I : t. At this point trigonal symmetry
and electron spin S - f will be assumed. A definite deter-
mination of the symmetry and the electron spin will be
made further on. For Blltl00J the EPR transitions are,
up to second order, given by

hv:g*,FnB +*A**+* A:r/g,,lrnB +3\e:y/ A*, ,

hv:g,,FnB + * A*,+ + A:, /g*rFnB - lgeSy / A*,,
Q)hr:grr7BB - * Ar*+ + A:, /g**l-rnB + lg eln / Ar, , '

hv:grr4nB -*Arr++ A:./grr[LnB -3OQ3y/ A*
Second-order contributions from the (in EPR) unresolved
anisotropies g", and A * may be neglected. From F-q. (2)

and the accurate EPR positions, not only g"" and A *r,
but also Q*, can be determined. The result is Q,ry:2.46
MHz, whereas a computer fit, based on diagonali zation of
Eq. (1) with g*y and A*, put to zero, gives Qrr:2.43
MHz. Although the quadrupole effect is purely nuclear,
its magnitude can thus be obtained from EPR. As will be
seen in Sec. V, a fully occupied sulfur p orbital gives rise
to a quadrupole effect of Qy-lO MHz. Since the pair
contains two extra valence electrons, the quadrupole
splitting may be as large as 40 MHz. Therefore the accu-
rate EPR analysis greatly facilitated the search for
ENDOR.

At a temperature of 18 K 33s ENDOR could be ob-
served. An example of an ENDOR spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2. The linewidth is typically 25 kHz. As the
hyperfine spectrum is well resolved in EPR, the NMR
transition to which an observed resonance corresponds
can be identified from observations of this resonance
alone, without knowledge of the full angular pattern.
Consider the level scheme shown in Fig. 3. If, e.g., &Íl
ENDOR line is observed only for B positioned on the
m r: t and the m r: * EPR line, it is one of the transi-

rf to an NMR line and then the magnetic field is scanned.
The observed ENDOR spectrum in this case looks like
ordinary EPR, but only EPR transitions connecting lev-
els involved in the NMR transition are observed. Thus
FSE allows the study of unresolved EPR features.

UI. RESULTS

At temperatures between 10 and 20 K, the EPR spec-
tra of isolated sulfur (S+) and the sulfur pair (Sr* ) are ob-
served. The absolute and relative intensities of these
spectra depend strongly on the therm al treatment. Sam-
ples cooled down to room temperature at a moderate
rate, in about 2 min, showed strong Sr* and relatively
weak S 

+ resonances. Subsequent rapid quenching in wa-
ter from about 1200 oC resulted in a sharp rise of the S 

+

resonance accompanied by a drop in the Sr* intensity. A
short treatment at 800'C, followed by a rapid quench in
water, undid the effect of the 1200"C quench. At temper-
atures below or above 800 'C the S, * signal did not re-
gain its original intensity. One concludes that the pairs
dissociate above 800 "C, whereas they aÍe converted into
nonparamagnetic higher-order complexes below this tem-
perature. The pairs are seen to be rather stable.

The pair spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a
central line (/:0), a fourfold spectrum (/:f ) due to
33S-S centers, and a sevenfold spectrum due to 33g-33g,

which can be regarded as a superposition of spectra with
/:0, l, 2, and 3. The relative intensities of the spectra
are consistent with a 33S abundance of 25Vo ard two
equivalent sulfur sites. Precise position measurements on
the 33S-S spectrum for Blltl00J reveal a slight deviation
from equidistance. This is due to higher-order mixing of
the quadrupole and the hyperfine interaction, as will be
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FIG. 1. The EPR spectrum of the sulfur pair for Blltl00J,
recorded at a microwave frequency of 22.8144 GHz and at a
temperature of 18 K. Due to the 25Vo enrichment in 33S, the
spectrum is a superposition of Sr* (.[:0), (33S-S)+ ( I:*), and
rrsz* (I -_0, 1,2,3) resonances. The "S, spectrum is a set of
lines with t/tr:O, tl, +2, and +3 with relative intensities of 4,
3,2, and l, respectively. The single sulfur resonance is not ob-
served at this temperature.
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FIG. 2. Example of a 33s ENDOR spectral line with
Bllt 100J. Transition I +, - * )*l +, + + ). The width is abou t 2s

kHz.
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FIG. 3. Level scheme for the spin Hamiltonian of Eq. (l).
The EPR transitions (An5-+l,A,m1:0) and the NMR transi-
tions (Arnr:0, Lmr-+l) are indicated. The figure was drawn
for.8-816 mT and B along the defect axis. The expressions
given for the splittings are exact in this case.

tions lt+,*)*lt+, +>. A similar reasonitrg holds for
the other NMR transitions. Since an NMR transition is
observed at two different magnetic-field values and one
has h A^v:gnp1,rA,Bmt /l^sl- 13 kHz, rns can be deter-
mined from the sign of the frequency shift.

The observed ENDOR positions could be fitted to
within 5 kHz with the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1), with
trigonal symmetry, I - ] and S: *. This fully establishes

the symmetry and the electronic spin, since a higher elec-
tronic spin would have produced well-resolved second-
order splittings. Inclusion of the higher-order terms of
th€ type BSI2, BI3, and SI3 did not improve the computer
fit significantly. The resulting spin Hamiltonian parame-
ters are shown in Table I. Also given is the value of g*r,
as determined from 2esi field-scanned ENDOR (FSE),

with Bllt0l I l. tt For comparison, the corresponding
values for the selenium pairT are also included.

The observed value of gn agrees with the value of
+0.4290 given by Fuller,ll who also provided the grrr

value of 77Se. It is reasonable to assume that g* and A**
are positive. Experimentally, Q, and A ** are deter-
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FIG. 4. Full angular dependence of the 33S ENDOR spec-

trum of S2+, as calculated from the observed parameters at a

magnetic field of 808.32 mT and a microwave frequency of
22.8144 GHz. The observed resonances were all situated within
5 kHz from the displayed curves.

mined to have the sam: sign, which implies Qry > 0. Fig-
ure 4 displays the full 33S ENDOR spectrum of the sulfur
pair. The anisotropy is completely dominated by the
large quadrupole splitting. The defect orientations in the
magnetic-field plane, which correspond to the open loops
in the figure, \ryere not observed in ENDOR. The reason
is that for B parallel to the defect axis the EPR intensity
collapses, as can be seen from Fig. 5, which shows a de-
tail of the EPR spectrum for magnetic field Bllt I I I l. For
negativê, tn1 the hyperfine and g anisotropies add up, and
the resonance from the [111] pair orientation is separated
from the coincidittg t I TTI + 1ïtTl + tTT t ] resonances
by about +0.53 ffiT, and is therefore just resolved in
EPR. However, the EPR of the pairs aligned with B is
only observed as a weak feature on the high-field flank of
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TABLE I. Observed spin Hamiltonian parameters for 52+

from Ref. 7.

and the corresponding values for Sez*

Parameter sr* sez *

8rtr8*y
8;g'8r
8w

Ar*, Ar, (MHz)
Ay, A t (MHz)

Q,, (MHz)

Qu,Qt (MHz)

2.000 74(5)
r.999 92
0.4290(5)

I 13.200(5)

1t4.956

4.600

-0.000 4lQ')
2.001 15

0.979(5)

112.323

2.300(5)

- 2.300

2.0033

2.0020(É')

1.0681

606(e)

6 t 8(e)

- 0.0006
2.0039(4)

6

600(9)
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FIG. 5. Part of the EPR spectrum for Blltllll at a mi-
crowave frequency of 22.8144 GHz. Shown are the ntr: - +
and tn r: - + transitions. Three coinciding resonances contrib-
ute, belonging to the [1TT], 1ïtT1, and tTT tl defect orienta-
tions. The [11U orientation produces a barely visible shoulder
on the high-field flanks.

the resonance from the nonaligned pairs. A possible ex-
planation of this EPR collapse is that practically no or-
bital momentum parallel to the defect axis can be mixed
into the ground state by spin-orbit interaction. There-
fore, the spin-lattice relaxation in this case is strongly re-
duced. As a consequence, the EPR spectrum is deter-
mined by those pair orientations which aÍe nearly at right
angles to B, enhancing the isotropic appearance of the
Sr* spectrum.

IV. THE DEFECT ELECTRON

The hyperfine interaction at the sulfur sites provides
information about the defect electron. It will now be in-
terpreted in terms of a linear combination of atomic or-
bitals (LCAO) treatment. The defect wave function V is
expanded in atomic orbitals di situated at the lattice sites
R,c

v- (3)

and p orbitals, one has at theRestricting the basis set to s
sulfur site

ó: dó,+ [3óp ,

where the site index has been dropped. Throughout the
followirg, the formulas given by Spreng er et al.r6 for the
hyperfine and quadrupole interactions of a p orbital will
be used.

Following Morton and Presto n,r1 an unpaired sulfur s

orbital produces a contact interaction of A *r:3463
MHz, whereas an unpaired sulfur p orbital produces a

hyperfine anisotropy of A*r:100.5 MHz. On compar-
itrg with the observed values of Table I, one finds
,l'o'-3 .27Vo and qz/2:0. 87Vo. The values of T2, e2,
and B2 for 52 are compared to those of S.r* in Table II.

In Table II hyperfine information was used from Refs.
2 (S+ ), 5 (Se+), and 7 (Ser+ ). The contact densities for
the two pairs are very close and are proportional to the
values for the isolated centers by nearly the same factor:
0.362 for S and 0.365 for Se. The total locahzation on
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TABLE II. LCAO parameters for sulfur and selenium
centers catcutate

5+ Se+

9.03 8.25

both chalcogens practically equals the localization on the
isolated chalcogen. This is not what one would expect,
considering the S, * center as a S 

+ center, perturbed by a
neutral S0 on the nearest-neighbor site. For such a model
the localization only equals that of the unperturbed S 

+

center if ionization energies are equal. However, the pair
is much shallower (Sr* /2+ -370.0 meV) than the isolated
defect (S+ /2+ - 613.2 meV).6

Surprisingly Wórner and SchirmerT conclude negative
parity of the ground state from the observed reduction of
the contact density of the pair with respect to the single
defect. These authors did not take into account that Ser*
is considerably shallower than Se+, which sufficiently ex-
plains the reduction, and neglected the contribution to
the localization from the hyperfine anisotropy. More-
over, decisive experimental evidence for positive parity
\ryas already available-see, e.g., Ref. s-when the Sez

EPR spectrum was first reported. In Fig. 6 the multival-
ley split ground-state levels of isolated and paired sulfur
aÍe shown. In the case of 52 the symmetry is lowered
from 4lm to 3m and the T z triplet is split into an odd
singlet Azu and an odd doublet Eu. From Fig. 6 it is
clear that the pair ground state is related to the S 

+ A I

state and therefore must be the even A W state. The pos-
sibility of an odd ground state can be excluded from these
data.

sez *

,fa' (vo)

q'[i' (vo)
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a2 (vo)
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V. THE VALENCE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

The quadrupole interaction probes the charge distribu-
tion near the nucleus.ls It reveals the deviation from
tetrahedral symmetry of the valence electrons. If this de-
viation is small or no valence charge is present, as is the
case for interstitials, contributions from defect electrons
or unscreened nearby nuclear charges are also of impor-
tance. Direct information on the valence structure of a
defect may be obtained from quadrupole effects.le

A positive elementary point charge situated at 2.35 À
from a 33S nucleus along the U I ll direction gives

Qrr: - 24.6 kHz, using Eq. OD of Ref. 16 and the nu-
clear data from Ref. I 1. The unbalanced charge of a

[111]-oriented sulfur 3p orbital leads to Qrr- + 5.28
MHz. Taking ,f|z from Table II, the defeci electron
contributes Q*, - + 46.1 kHz. Neglecting these contri-
butions, the observed value of Q*, - + 2. 300(5 ) MHz
corresponds to a valence charge unbalance of 44Vo of a
sulfur 3p electron on the defect axis.

Each sulfur contributes five valence electrons. Let us
put four electrons in s -p hybridized bonds with the three
Si and one S neighbor atoms. These may contribute to
the quadrupole effect since S is more electronegative than
Si, but this will be neglected here. Then the quadrupole
moment should be produced by the remainitrg electron.
This electron cannot be in an s orbital, since these are oc-
cupied and produce no quadrupole interaction.

One possibility is that the extra electron is in a 3p or-
bital oriented along the defect axis. This is equivalent to
the sulfur having spz bonds with its silicon neighbors and
a lone pair of localized nonbonding p electrons along the
defect axis. Since the valence unbalance does not corre-
spond to an entire 3p electron, the extra electron should
spend some of its time on the S-Si bonds as well. The
S-S bond, and to a lesser extent also the Si-S bond, aÍe
weaker than pure sp 3 bonds in this model. V/einert and
Sènemerr0 hàve found that the highest defect-related
valence state has A zu symmetry and is related to the A zu
valence state of the divacancy. They find a binding ener-
gy of - 0. 3 eV, which appears to be too small to explain
the stability of the pair. As discussed above, the pairs are
stable at temperatures up to at least 800'C. A possible
mechanism for increasing the binding energy is relaxation
of the sulfur atoms along the defect axis. Such relaxation
is consistent with the planar spz character of the S-Si
bonds in the model. Calculations that allow for lattice re-
laxation have been performed on several Td symmetrical
substitutional impurities in Si and GaAs,2O among others
Si:S, but not for defects of lower symmetry.

An alternative model is conceivable with the fifth elec-
tron in a d orbital. No value for (r-tl ro for sulfur is
available, to our knowledge, but a fully occupied A W$d)
orbital can account for the quadrupole effect, if one as-
sumes (r-tl ro:0. 6(r-31w. Calculations by Singh
et al.?l demonstrate the impórtance of d orbitals for neu-
tral isolated chalcogens in silicon. It is well known that d
orbitals are important in the chemistry of S, Se, and Te.
For sulfur the energy required for 3p-3d promotion (8.4
eV) and 3s-3p promotion (7 .9 eV) (Ref. 22) is comparable
and it tends to form strong sp3 d2 bonds in compounds
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like SFo and SrF,o." Finally, the involvement of d orbit-
als in S-, Se-, and Te-related defects in Si could explain
why oxygen, which lacks low-lying d-orbitals, behaves so
very differently from the heavier chalcogens. On the oth-
er hand, size effects may also be important.

VI. THE g TENSOR

Deviations of the g tensor of orbital singlets from the
free-electron value gr:2.00232 occur by admixture of
orbital excited states through spin-orbit coupling. The g
shift due to spin-orbit coupling at a specific shell of sites
is give n byza

gii - gr:2L
n+o

(óolr,ló,> (ó,lLilóol
Eo-8,

The effect of the potential, i.e., the defect atomic poten-
tial or the ligand potential, is accounted for by the
effective spin-orbit parameter À. In this equation, the or-
bital moment is defined with respect to the ligand site un-
der consideration. Consider an A I state in 43m symme-
try, or an A W state in 3m symmetry with B parallel to
the axis. In these cases only orbital matrix elements with
states of Ir symmetry are nonvanishing. The nearest T I

states are the excited np * states.25 These are very shal-
low effective-mass states, the lowest of whi ch, 2p1, is sit-
uated at 25.6 meV below the conduction-band edge.
Moreover, only the nonspherical part of the ground state
contributes, i.e., I Z3 for 43 m and I > 4 for 3m symmetry.
This fact, combined with the large energy separation and
difference in locahzation of the ground and the T I excit-
ed state, results in a very small g shift.

Since S- and Se-related centers have very similar elec-
tronic structure, the ligand contribution will be practical-
ly equal for both chemical species. However, the impuri-
ty contributions for the two atoms are expected to differ
substantially. From atomic datazz one finds Àr.: 5Às. It
is therefore tempting to conclude from the near equality
of the g values of S+ and Se+ that the impurity contribu-
tion is negligibly small. Schirmer and Scheffi er26 have
proposed a model that predicts a linear, impurity-
independent correlation between the g shift and the level
position for orbital singlet states in cubic and axial sym-
metry. The model , apparently, is not valid for the chal-
cogen pairs, since there is a relatively large difference be-
tween the values of g,, for S, * and Sez 

* of 0.0021 . As the
hyperfine interactions at the impurity site indicate a re-
markable similarity of the electronic structure for both
defects, the g values indicate, contrary to the basic às-
sumption of the model , that the impurity contribution
cannot be neglected.

The fact that the EPR intensity is strongly reduced for
B along the pair axis indicates that the spin-lattice relaxa-
tion, and therefore the spin-orbit coupling, should practi-
cally vanish for this case. But then g,, should be equal to
the free-electron value, as is the case for Se2 

+ for which
the relaxation effect is less drastic. Therefore the g,, shift
of Sr+, apparently, cannot be explained in the usual'way.

The g anisotropy arises from spin-orbit coupling with
the ls ( E ,, ) excited state. This is easiest seen for Se" 

* 
.
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Since Àr.(0 and En) Eo, one expects gr )gr, &s is ob-
served. The problems encountered in Ref. 7 can be
traced to the fact that their Eq. (5) has the wrong sign.27
The g anisotropy of 52+ can be understood in the same
w&y, provided one considers gr -g,,, instead of gr -gr.
The fact that the g anisotropy of Se2* exceeds that of 52+
by only 5OVo can be understood by assumittg that the im-
purity site contributes only llVo and the ligands 9OVo.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The apparent isotropy of the Sr* EPR spectrum origi-
nates from a pronounced drop in EPR intensity, presum-
ably caused by an increase in the relaxation time, for
magnetic-field directions close to the defect axis direc-
tion. From the 33S ENDOR spectrum it follows that the
pair has trigonal (3m ) symmetry and S: *. The

hyperfine interaction is consistent with even parity and
demonstrates a close analogy of the sulfur and the seleni-
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um pair. Two electronic models are possible that explain
the observed quadrupole interaction. The first has lone
pairs oriented along the pair axis and spz hybrid ized S-
Si bonds. In this model, lattice relaxation has to be in-
voked in order to explain the pair stability. The second
model has an A r, state made up from 3d orbitals, corre-
sponding to an extra sulfur bond. Calculations that allow
for lattice relaxation and include sulfur d orbitals are re-
quired to decide bet\ryeen the two models. The g anisotro-
py of the chalcogen pairs is qualitatively understood as

resulting from spin-orbit admixture of the excited ls(E, )

state to the A W ground state.
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